Introduction
During the Rio General Assembly we held the following meetings of the Working Group: a Business Meeting, a Science Meeting on "The Development of Aperture Synthesis Imaging in Radio Astronomy", and a Science Meeting on "Recent Research".
Business Meeting
This meeting was held on Tuesday 4 August, during Session 2. The contents of the WG's Report included in the Division's Triennial Report were summarised. Despite representations from the WG, Stanford University decided to demolish five 60-ft antennas at the Highway 280 site, although the concrete piers with carved names of noted optical and radio astronomers did survive. During the Triennium research on the history of radio astronomy was carried out by more than 40 different astronomers from nine countries, and various papers were published in the Journal of Astronomical History and Heritage. Papers from the Science Meeting on European Radio Astronomy held at the Prague General Assembly were published in a special addition of Astronomische Nachrichten (edited by Richard Wielebinski, Ken Kellermann and Wayne Orchiston). Under General Business the release of a history of radio astronomy DVD and forthcoming books was announced, and Ken Kellermann reported that NRAO is digitizing early radio astronomy courses from Westfold (Caltech), van der Hulst (Harvard) and Barrett (MIT). 
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